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Abstract
It is well known that every proof net of a non-commutative version of MLL (multiplicative
fragment of commutative linear logic) can be drawn as a plane Danos–Regnier graph (drawing)
satisfying the switching condition of Danos–Regnier [3]. In this paper, we study the reverse
direction; we introduce a system MNCLL which is logically equivalent to the multiplicative
fragment of cyclic linear logic introduced by Yetter [9], and show that any plane Danos–Regnier
graph drawing with one terminal edge satisfying the switching condition represents a unique
non-commutative proof net (i.e., a proof net of MNCLL). In the course of proving this, we also
give the characterization of the non-commutative proof nets by means of the notion of strong
planarity, as well as the notion of a certain long-trip condition, called the stack-condition, of
a Danos–Regnier graph, the latter of which is related to Abrusci’s balanced long-trip condition
[2]. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Linear logic; Proof net; Sequentialization theorem; Planar graph; Non-commutative
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we denote multiplicative commutative linear logic by MLL. It is well
known that the proof nets of MLL are characterized by a simple and elegant graph-
theoretic condition, saying that any Danos–Regnier graph is a proof net of MLL if and
only if it is acyclic and connected under any choice of par-link switching (cf. [3]).
This condition is sometimes called as the (Danos–Regnier) switching condition. This
characterization is a simpli<ed version of a famous result of Girard [4], which is called
the long-trip condition. It has been well known that any proof net of a non-commutative
version of MLL can be drawn as a plane graph. Hence, a proof net of non-commutative
MLL is a Danos–Regnier graph which not only satis<es the Danos–Regnier condition
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but also is planar. The purpose of this paper is to study the reverse direction; we
introduce a system MNCLL for multiplicative non-commutative linear logic, which is
logically equivalent to the multiplicative fragment of cyclic linear logic introduced by
Yetter [9]: and show that any plane Danos–Regnier graph drawing with one terminal
edge satisfying the switching condition represents a unique non-commutative proof
net (i.e., a proof net of MNCLL) (Theorem 6.10). We also give a relationship of our
purely graph-theoretic characterization of the non-commutative proof nets and Abrusci’s
characterization [2] which uses the notion of a balanced long-trip condition.
In the course of our characterization proof, we introduce the new notions of strong
planarity of a graph, and of stack condition of a long-trip; roughly speaking, a marked
Danos–Regnier graph is strongly planar if it not only is planar but also has a plane
drawing extension to a par-link closure in which the ports of all links are rotated in
the same direction (either clockwise or anticlockwise), where a marked Danos–Regnier
graph is a usual Danos–Regnier graph in which each ports of a link has a port name L
(Left) or R (Right) or C (Conclusion), (see Section 2 for the formal de<nition). The
stack condition is a modi<cation of Abrusci’s balanced long-trip condition [2]; instead
of labels assigned to each edge during a long trip in Abrusci’s long-trip condition [2],
our stack condition uses a stack for recording a certain information of a long trip, (see
Section 3 for the de<nition).
In Section 2 we prove that any non-commutative proof net (i.e., a proof net of multi-
plicative non-commutative linear logic MNCLL) is a plane proof net of MLL, and also
any plane proof net of MLL is a unique non-commutative proof net. In Section 3, we
show that any non-commutative proof net is a strongly planar marked Danos–Regnier
graph satisfying the switching condition. In Section 4, the equivalence between the
stack condition and Abrusci’s long-trip condition is established. In Section 5, we show
that if a marked Danos–Regnier graph satis<es the stack condition it is interpretable
as a non-commutative proof net uniquely. In Section 6, we prove that any strongly
planar marked Danos–Regnier graph satisfying the switching condition also satis<es
the stack condition, which establishes the equivalence between the non-commutative
proof nets and the three characterizations above. Since any plane Danos–Regnier graph
drawing has a unique way to make a strongly planar marked Danos–Regnier graph,
as a corollary of the above, we establish the main characterization theorem that any
plane Danos–Regnier graph drawing with one terminal edge satisfying the switching
condition, represents a unique non-commutative proof net and vice versa. This charac-
terization theorem gives the relationship between the notion of non-commutativity in
logic and the notion of planarity in graph theory.
The structure of the sections is as follows.
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2. Non-commutative proof nets for classical system
We denote a sequence of formulas by a capital Greek letter, such as ; ; ; : : : :
We give the one-sided version of multiplicative non-commutative linear logic.
Denition 2.1. We de<ne the negation of a formula as follows: For each formula A
and B, (A⊗B)⊥=B⊥˝A⊥, (A˝B)⊥=B⊥⊗A⊥, and (A⊥)⊥=A.
Denition 2.2. We de<ne the system MNCLL (multiplicative fragment of non-
commutative linear logic).
Axioms:
A⊥; A, where A is a formula.
Rules of inference:
; A; ′ A⊥; 
; ; ′ (Cut 1);
; A ′; A⊥; 
′; ;  (Cut 2);
; A; ′ B; 
; A⊗B; ; ′ (Tensor 1);
; A ′; B; 
′; ; A⊗B;  (Tensor 2):
; A; B; 
; A˝B;  (Par):
The above axioms and inference rules are the same as those of Abrusci’s MNLL
[2]: In MNLL there exist two kinds of negations; namely linear post-negation A⊥
and linear retro-negation ⊥A with the relations ⊥(A⊥)= (⊥A)⊥=A. Since the system
MNCLL introduced above can be obtained from MNLL by adding ⊥A=A⊥, the re-
lations become (A⊥)⊥=A in De<nition 2.1. In system MNCLL, sequents A⊥; A and
A; A⊥ are both admitted as axioms: By contrast, in system MNLL sequent A⊥; A is
an axiom, but A; A⊥ is not a theorem due to the inequality (A⊥)⊥ =A.
Moreover our system MNCLL is equivalent to the multiplicative fragment of cyclic
linear logic by Yetter [9] below, where a structural rule called the shift rule exists.
Axioms:
A⊥; A, where A is a formula.
Rules of inference:
; A A⊥; 
;  (Cut);
A1; : : : ; An−1; An
An; A1; : : : ; An−1 (Cyclic shift):
; A B; 
; A⊗B;  (Tensor);
; A; B; 
; A˝B;  (Par):
Lemma 2.3. The cyclic shift rule is a derived rule in MNCLL.
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Proof. We prove by induction on the length of the proof in MNCLL.
We de<ne a non-commutative proof net, as a plane graph induced from a derivation
in MNCLL as follows. We call an edge a terminal edge, if it is connected to a
conclusion node.
Denition 2.4. A non-commutative proof net is de<ned as a plane graph by induction
on the derivation in MNCLL.
Axiom. We draw an axiom-link corresponding to A⊥; A as follows, so that we obtain
a non-commutative proof net with the terminal edges of A⊥; A.
Cut 1. Assume that sequences ; A; ′ and A⊥;  of formulas are the terminal edges
of non-commutative proof nets N1 and N2, respectively. Now we draw a cut-link as
follows, so that we obtain a new non-commutative proof net with the terminal edges
of ; ; ′.
Cut 2. Similarly assume that sequences ; A and ′; A⊥;  of formulas are the terminal
edges of non-commutative proof nets N1 and N2, respectively. Now we draw a cut-link
as follows, so that we obtain a new non-commutative proof net with the terminal edges
of ′; ; .
Tensor 1. Assume that sequences ; A; ′ and B;  of formulas are the terminal edges
of non-commutative proof nets N1 and N2, respectively. Now we draw a tensor-link as
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follows, so that we obtain a new non-commutative proof net with the terminal edges
of ; A⊗B; ; ′.
Tensor 2. Assume that sequences ; A and ′; B;  of formulas are the terminal edges
of non-commutative proof nets N1 and N2, respectively. Now we draw a tensor-link as
follows, so that we obtain a new non-commutative proof net with the terminal edges
of ′; ; A⊗B; .
Par. Assume that sequences ; A; B;  of formulas are the terminal nodes of a non-
commutative proof net N . Now we draw a par-link as follows, so that we obtain a
new non-commutative proof net with the terminal edges of ; A˝B; .
For example, the proof:
A; A⊥ B; B⊥
A⊗B; B⊥; A⊥
A⊗B; B⊥˝A⊥
has a non-commutative proof net as follows (Fig. 1).
Denition 2.5. A directed Danos–Regnier graph (or D–R graph) is a directed graph,
which consists of axiom-links, cut-links, tensor-links, par-links and conclusion nodes:
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Fig. 1. A non-commutative proof net with terminal edges A⊗B; B⊥˝A⊥.
An axiom-link has two out-edges; a cut-link has two in-edges; each of a tensor-link
and a par-link has two in-edges and one out-edge.
Denition 2.6. An edge in a D–R graph connected to a conclusion node is called a
terminal edge.
We will follow Danos and Regnier’s convention to denote a formula by an edge and
a logical connective by a link in a D–R graph. The following characterization theorem
for proof nets of MLL is due to Danos and Regnier.
Theorem 2.7 (Danos and Regnier [3]). A D–R graph is a proof net of MLL; if and
only if it is always acyclic and connected under any choice of par-switchings (see
[3] for the notion of par-switchings).
We call the condition that a D–R graph is always acyclic and connected under
any choice of par-switchings, as the switching condition. As we noted earlier, a non-
commutative proof net is a proof net of MLL, and so it can be drawn as a D–R
graph.
3. Non-commutative proof net implies strong planarity
In this section, we introduce a notion of marked D–R graphs. Then we give a
notion of strong planarity, which is later shown to characterize non-commutative proof
nets in terms of marked D–R graphs. Our main theorem in this section is that any
non-commutative proof net is a strong planar.
Denition 3.1. A marked D–R graph is a D–R graph, where each of a tensor-link
and a par-link has two in-edges labeled L (left) and R (right), respectively, and one
out-edge labeled C (conclusion) (Fig. 2).
Now we give a few geometric notions of a marked D–R graph necessary to de<ne
the strong planarity.
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Fig. 2. An example of marked D–R graphs.
Denition 3.2. A marked D–R graph drawing is said to be uniformly directed if the
L-edge, R-edge and C-edge for a link is drawn in a <xed cyclic order uniformly for
all tensor-links and par-links, or the links of degree 3.
Let the in-edges L (left) and R (right) of a tensor-link (or a par-link) be labeled
with formulas A and B, respectively. Then the out-edge C (conclusion) is labeled with
the formula A⊗B (or A˝B, respectively).
Proposition 3.3. Let (A˝B)˝C be an edge in a plane marked D–R graph drawing.
Then we can draw a new edge A˝(B˝C) in the plane marked D–R graph drawing.
Proof. By removing the pars from the graph drawing G with edge (A˝B)˝C, we
obtain 3 free edges A, B and C. Then by connecting B and C <rst, and then A,
we obtain a new plane clockwise directed marked D–R graph drawing G′ with edge
A˝(B˝C).
Denition 3.4. We call a formula (A˝B)˝C or A˝(B˝C) as an associative par in-
stance of A; B; C.
We naturally extend the notion of the associative par instance for A1; : : : ; An with
arbitrary n.
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Fig. 3. An example of closures and uniformly directed marked D–R graph drawings.
Denition 3.5. Let G be a marked D–R graph. A marked D–R graph JG with single
terminal edge is a closure of G, if it is obtained from G by removing the conclusion
nodes from G, and connecting free edges by par-links, and by adding a conclusion
node to the single free edge left at the end.
As for the strong planarity, a cut-link is treated as a tensor link A⊗A⊥ with cut
formula A.
Denition 3.6. (1) A marked D–R graph G is said to be strongly planar with terminal
edges, if there exists a closure JG of the graph G, which has a plane and uniformly
directed drawing with one terminal edge. (2) A marked D–R graph G is said to be
strongly planar, if it is strongly planar with some terminal edges .
The leftmost graph G in Fig. 3 has a closure JG in the middle; JG is uniformly
directed, but not plane: The graph JG is planar, and its plane drawing is the rightmost
one. However, this drawing is not uniformly directed. Thus the graphs G and JG are
not strongly planar.
By a mirror image of a marked D–R graph drawing, we mean the reAection of the
marked D–R graph drawing in a mirror: Thus any clockwise directed marked D–R
graph drawing has a unique mirror image, which is counter-clockwise directed.
As a matter of simplicity, for a strongly planar graph G we always consider its
uniformly directed plane graph drawing. Moreover we may assume that the links in
the graph drawing are clockwise directed, by taking its mirror image if necessary.
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a non-commutative proof net with terminal edges . Then
it is a strongly planar marked D–R graph satisfying the switching condition with
terminal edges .
Proof. Let the non-commutative proof net have terminal nodes . We construct by
induction on the structure of the non-commutative proof net, a plane clockwise directed
marked D–R graph drawing G with terminal edges .
Axiom. If the non-commutative proof net only consists of an axiom-link, then the claim
trivially holds.
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Par. Assume that the last inference applied to the non-commutative proof net is a
par-link A˝B: Let ≡; A˝B; . By removing the par-link, we obtain a new non-
commutative proof net N with terminal nodes ; A; B; . By induction hypothesis, the
non-commutative proof net N is strongly planar, and it has a plane clockwise directed
marked D–R graph drawing with terminal edges ; A; B; . By simply connecting the
edges A and B by a par-link with the L-edge and R-edge, we obtain a new plane
clockwise directed marked D–R graph drawing with terminal edges ; A˝B; .
Tensor. Assume that the last link added to the proof net is a tensor-link A⊗B: By
removing the tensor-link, we obtain new non-commutative proof nets N1 and N2 with
terminal nodes ; A; ′ and B; , respectively, or ; A and ′; B; , respectively. We
only consider the former case, since the argument for the latter case goes similarly.
By induction hypothesis, N1 with terminal edges ; A; ′ and N2 with terminal edges
B;  are strongly planar. Let their marked D–R graphs be GA and GB, respectively,
whose drawings are plane clockwise directed. We draw GA and GB apart enough so
that there is no crossing between them. By connecting the edges A and B by a tensor-
link with the L-edge and the R-edge, respectively, we obtain a new plane clockwise
directed marked D–R graph drawing G: It is clear that the terminal edges in G can be
connected to form a plane graph drawing for its closure with an associative par instance
of ; A⊗B; ; ′ as the terminal edge. Hence marked D–R graph G is strongly planar
with terminal edges ; A⊗B; ; ′.
Cut. We can argue similarly for the case of tensor.
In the proof above, a non-commutative proof net with terminal edges  was shown to
be a strongly planar marked D–R graph with terminal edges  satisfying the switching
condition. However the readers should be noti<ed that any non-commutative proof net
with terminal edges ′, which is a cyclic shift of , can be seen as a strongly planar
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marked D–R graph with terminal edges . More precisely we de<ne the following
equivalence relation:
Denition 3.8. Let two non-commutative proof nets be P1 with terminal edges 1 and
P2 with terminal edges 2. We de<ne relation ≡ over the class of non-commutative
proof nets as; P1≡P2 if and only if 1 is a cyclic shift of 2.
Clearly this is an equivalence relation over the class of non-commutative proof nets.
Lemma 3.9. Let G be a marked D–R graph satisfying the switching condition. Then
marked D–R graph G is strongly planar with terminal edges  i? it is strongly planar
with terminal edges ′ for any cyclic shift ′ of .
Proof. Let =A1; : : : ; An. It suKces to construct a closure of G, which is a clockwise
directed graph drawing with terminal edge An˝(A1˝ · · ·˝An−1). By the de<nition of
strong planarity of the graph G, there exists a clockwise directed plane graph drawing
with terminal edge (A1˝ · · ·˝An−1)˝An. Now we remove the par-link between edges
A1˝ · · ·˝An−1 and An and connect by a par-link the edges A1˝ · · ·˝An−1 and An,
with R- and L-edge, respectively. Since the graph drawing is a <nite <gure, we obtain
a clockwise directed plane graph drawing with terminal edge An˝(A1˝ · · ·˝An−1).
Theorem 3.10. Let two non-commutative proof nets P1 and P2 be in the same equiva-
lence class. Then they are strongly planar marked D–R graphs with the same sequence
of terminal edges satisfying the switching condition.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9.
4. Equivalence between stack condition and Abrusci’s long-trip condition
In this section, we give the notions of the long-trip condition and the stack condition,
and show the equivalence between the two. The long-trip condition was originally
given by Abrusci, in order to characterize his multiplicative non-commutative linear
logic MNLL [2].
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The long-trip condition is de<ned by a special trip, which is a long trip with re-
strictions. Since the Shift rule holds in the system MNCLL, the long-trip condition for
MNCLL will become much simpler than that for MNLL.
The notion of a stack condition is obtained from an attempt to analyze the rela-
tionship between the strong planarity and the long-trip condition; we show at the end
of this section, the precise correspondence between the long-trip condition in MNCLL
and the stack condition.
Denition 4.1 (Abrusci [2]). For a given marked D–R graph G with an edge A,
(1) T is a point of G, iL T is A ↓ or A ↑,
(2) we call a sequence T1; : : : ; Tn of points of G a one-way special trip from A ↑ (or
A ↓) in G, iL the sequence is a portion of the long trip in G from T1 =A ↑ to Tn=A ↓
(or T1 =A ↓ to Tn=A ↑, respectively), with the following switching:
(1) every ⊗-link is switched on “R” (“right”),
(2) every ˝-link is switched on “L” (“left”).
Let G be a marked D–R graph satisfying the switching condition. By Theorem 2.7,
graph G is a proof net of MLL. We say an edge is a critical node (a critical vertex
of Abrusci [2]), if it is a terminal edge or an R-edge of a par-link.
As mentioned above, in system MNLL of Abrusci [2], sequent A⊥; A is a theorem,
while sequent A; A⊥ is not. Due to such an asymmetry, Abrusci’s original long-trip
condition makes a distinction between traversals A ↑; A⊥ ↓ and A⊥ ↑; A ↓ of an axiom-
link by means of the labels xC +a; where C is a critical node of a marked D–R graph
satisfying the switching condition, and a is an integer. By contrast, in our system
MNCLL, we can start with the following simpli<ed de<nition.
Denition 4.2 (Modi<cation of De<nition 3.0 (iii) of Abrusci [2]). S(G)= {xC ;C
is a critical node of G}.
Let A be a terminal edge of G. An assignment for G from A is de<ned by a special
trip T1; : : : ; Tn starting from T1 =A ↑.
Denition 4.3. We de<ne an assignment for G from A by induction on i.
(1) L(T1)= xA.
Assume that we de<ned L(Ti) for i¡n;
(2) if Ti =B ↓, and B is a critical node of G (and so Ti+1 =B ↑), then L(Ti+1)= xB;
(3) if Ti =B ↓ and B is the <rst premise of a par-link with C as second premise, then
L(Ti+1)=L(C ↓), if C ↓=Tj with j¡i and L(Ti)= xC , or unde<ned, otherwise;
(4) L(Ti+1)=L(Ti), in all the other cases.
We say an assignment L for G is total, iL L is a total function.
Proposition 4.4 (Proposition 3.2 of Abrusci [2]). Let L be a total assignment for G.
If L′ is an assignment for G; then L′ is total; and L=L′.
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Let G be a marked D–R graph satisfying the switching condition.
Denition 4.5 (De<nition 3.3 of Abrusci [2]). (1) G is good, iL every assignment for
G is total: By the previous proposition, if G is good, then all the assignments for G
are equal.
(2) If G is good, the labeled special trip in G is obtained from a special trip by
replacing each point A ↓ by AL(A ↓) and each point A ↑ by L(A ↑)A, where L is the
unique assignment for G.
Denition 4.6 (Modi<cation of De<nition 3.7 of Abrusci [2]). (1) Let L be the
unique total assignment for G. We de<ne the binary relation ≺ (precedes) on the
terminal edges of G:
A ≺ B iL L(A ↓) =L(↑ B) = xB:
(2) G induces the linear order of the terminal edges, iL ≺ is a chain, and every
terminal edge occurs exactly once in the chain.
Denition 4.7 (De<nition 3.8 of Abrusci [2]1). A marked D–R graph G with terminal
edges  satis<es the long-trip condition, iL (1) the terminal edges of G are exactly
those in , (2) G is good, and (3) G induces the linear order of the terminal edges.
Lemma 4.8 (Lemma 3.9 of Abrusci [2). ] Let G be a marked D–R graph satisfying
the switching condition. If G with terminal edges A1; : : : ; An satisBes the long-trip
condition; then the labeled special trip in G looks as: (xA1 )A1; : : : ; An(xA1 ); (xAn)An;
: : : ; A2(xA3 ); (xA2 )A2; : : : ; A1(xA2 ); : : : ; and no terminal edge occurs for every 1 6 i¡n
in the portion between (xAi+1)Ai+1; : : : ; Ai(xAi+1).
Proof. By the property of a special trip in a proof net of MLL.
In the stack condition, we determine a linear order among the terminal edges of a
marked D–R graph by means of a well-de<ned special trip. Thus we do not need a
labeled special trip.
Denition 4.9 (DeBnition of a stack). Let S be a stack consisting of the ordered pairs
de<ned above. Top(S) represents the top element in the stack S. An action Pop pops
up the top element in the stack S, which is denoted as Pop(S). An action Push(A; S)
pushes a new element A on the top of the stack S.
We de<ne an algorithm with stack S which is later used for the correctness criterion.
1 De<nition 3.8 in [2] de<nes Abrusci’s non-commutative proof net for MNLL: However, we call as
a non-commutative proof net the inductive structure de<ned in Section 2 in this paper. Instead, we call
Abrusci’s non-commutative proof net as a marked D–R graph satisfying the switching condition and the
long-trip condition.
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Denition 4.10 (DeBnition of a stack algorithm). A stack algorithm is de<ned induc-
tively on a special long trip.
(Initial State.) S ≡.
If we visit:
Case 1: B ↓ followed by B ↑, Push(B; S).
Case 2: B ↓ followed by B˝C ↓, Pop(S), if Top(S)=C, or the algorithm fails and
the content of the stack is discarded otherwise.
Default: S is unchanged in all the other cases.
Denition 4.11. Let =A1; : : : ; An. Let G be a D–R graph satisfying the switching
condition, and consider a special trip on G starting from An ↓. We say that graph G
with terminal edges  satis<es the stack condition, if the content of the stack S is
A1; A2; : : : ; An from the top at the end of the trip.
Remark. If graph G with terminal edges =A1; : : : ; An satis<es the stack condition,
any special trip on G starting with Ai ↓ (i = n) results in a cyclic shift Ai+1;
: : : ; An; A1; A2; : : : Ai of A1; A2; : : : An in S at the end of the trip.
Proposition 4.12. Let G be a marked D–R graph with terminal edges  satisfying
both the switching condition and the stack condition. Then for any cyclic shift ′ of
; G with terminal edges ′ satisBes the stack condition.
Finally, we show the correspondence between the long-trip condition and the stack
condition.
Lemma 4.13. Let G be a marked D–R graph being good and satisfying the switching
condition. Let T be a point in G; and let T1; : : : ; Tn be a special trip on G with T1 =C ↓;
where C is a critical node. For any 1¡i 6 n; if Top(S)=B at Ti; then L(Ti)= xB.
Proof. We prove it by induction on the length of the special trip in G from C ↓.
Assume that the claim holds for i¡n. Since it suKces to show the claim when the
stack changes, we have 2 crucial cases:
(1) Let Ti+1 =B ↑ and Ti =B ↓. Since Top(S)=B by (Case 1) in De<nition 4.10 and
L(Ti+1)= xB, the claim trivially holds.
(2) Let Ti+1 =B˝C ↓ and Ti =B ↓. Assume Top(S)=D at Ti+1. Since the algorithm at
(Case 2) in De<nition 4.10 is well de<ned at Ti+1, Top(S)=C at Ti. By inductive
hypothesis, L(Ti)=L(B ↓)= xC . Since D is the top of the stack after C is poped
up, there is a j¡i, such that Tj =C ↓, Top(S)=D at Tj. Since L(Tj)= xD by
induction hypothesis, L(Ti+1)=L(B˝C ↓)= xD.
Lemma 4.14. Let G be a marked D–R graph with terminal edges  satisfying both
the switching condition and the long-trip condition. Let T be a point in G; and let
T1; : : : ; Tn be a special trip on G with T1 =C ↓; where C is a critical node. For any
1¡i 6 n; if L(Ti)= xB; then Top(S)=B at Ti.
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Proof. We show by induction on the length of the special trip in G. Assume that the
claim holds for i¡n. We have the following two crucial cases:
(1) Let Ti+1 =B ↑, and B is a critical node. Then Ti =B ↓, and so Top(S)=B at Ti+1.
Since L(Ti+1)= xB, the claim holds.
(2) Let Ti+1 =B˝C ↓, and L(Ti+1)= xD. We note that Ti =B ↓ and L(B ↓)= xC :
Since L(B˝C ↓) is well de<ned, there is a j¡i such that Tj =C ↓, L(C ↓)= xD.
Now choose the greatest j, if there are several j’s satisfying this condition: By
induction hypothesis, Top(S)=D at Tj and Top(S)=C at Ti. Since this C is the
last visited one among C’s satisfying the condition, the second element from the
top in S at Ti is D. Since B˝C ↓ follows, by the de<nition of algorithm, Pop(S)
is executed, and Top(S)=D at Ti+1.
In the theorem below, a splitting formula in a proof net of MLL is a formula A⊗B
found in Splitting Lemma [4]; such that the removal of the tensor-link between A and
B splits the proof net into two separate proof nets, whose edges are connected to edges
A and B, respectively.
Theorem 4.15. Let G be a marked D–R graph satisfying the switching condition. G
with terminal edges  satisBes the long-trip condition; i? G with terminal edges 
satisBes the stack condition.
Proof. First, we show that the stack condition implies the long-trip condition. Observe
that G is good iL the stack algorithm successfully terminates. Since G is a proof net
of MLL, we prove it by induction on the inductive structure of the proof net.
Axiom. Clear.
Par. Let  be ; A˝B; . Let G′ be a marked D–R graph obtained by removing the
par-link between A and B. We show that the stack condition G′ with terminal edges
; A; B;  follows. Let C be the rightmost formula in . By the stack condition of G, a
special trip T1; : : : ; Tn on G starting T1 =C ↓ gives the content of S equal to ; A˝B; 
at the end of the trip. We construct a special trip T ′1 ; : : : ; T
′
m on G
′, such that the content
of S is ; A; B;  at the end of the trip. We follow the same trip up to A ↓; let Ti =A ↓.
We de<ne T ′j =Tj (j 6 i): We de<ne the rest of the trip as T
′
j =Tj+2 (i+16 j 6 m).
Since the trips are exactly the same up to Ti and T ′i , and Pop(S) is executed at
Ti+1 =A˝B ↓, Top(S)=B at T ′i =A ↓. Hence the content of S at T ′i+1 =A ↑ is A; B; .
Since the rest of the trips are again exactly the same, the claim holds. The rest of the
proof follows from the induction hypothesis applied to G′ and Lemma 4.13.
Tensor. We may assume that there is no par-link in , whose C-edge is a terminal
one. We moreover may assume the tensor-link A ⊗ B is a splitting formula. By the
stack condition of G, and Proposition 4.12, we assume a special trip T1; : : : ; Tn on G
starting T1 =A⊗ B ↓ gives the content of S equal to ′, where ′ is a cyclic shift of
 and A ⊗ B is the rightmost formula in ′. Let GA and GB be marked D–R graphs
obtained from marked D–R graph G by removing the tensor-link between A and B,
whose edges are connected to edge A, and are connected to edge B, respectively:
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Hence GA and GB are only connected at A⊗B in G. Since the property of the special
trip, T2 =A ⊗ B ↑, T3 =A ↑; and there exist an integer i¡n, and formulas D and C,
such that each Tj (3 6 j 6 i) is a point in the subgraph GA and Ti =D ↓, and
Ti+1 =A ↓, Ti+2 =B ↑, Ti+3 =C ↑, each Tj (i + 3 6 j 6 n − 1) is a point in the
subgraph GB and Tn=B ↓. Therefore there exist  and  such that ≡; ; A ⊗ B,
where  are the terminal edges in GA and  are the terminal edges in GB. Moreover,
the part of the special trip A ↓; T3; : : : ; Ti gives a special trip on a marked D–R graph
GA such that the content of S is ; A at the end of the trip, and the part of the special
trip B ↓; Ti+2; : : : ; Tn−1 gives a special trip on a marked D–R graph GB such that the
content of S is ; B at the end of the trip. Thus both graphs GA and GB satisfy the
stack condition. The rest of the proof follows from the induction hypotheses applied
to GA and GB and Lemma 4.13.
The reverse direction is similarly shown by means of Lemmas 4.8 and 4.14.
We note that the linear order obtained from the labeled special trip does not necessar-
ily determine the order of the all visited occurrences of terminal edges. The following
marked D–R graph G with =A⊥˝A⊥; (A ⊗ A) ⊗ A is good, satis<es the switching
condition and induces the linear order of , but does not satisfy the long-trip condition:
Because terminal edge A⊥ is missing from  and does not satisfy (1) in De<nition 4.7.
The stack algorithm, on the other hand, keeps track of the order of all occurrences
in the terminal formulas in the stack along the special trip. Hence the linear order in
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the stack determines the order of all occurrences of the terminal formulas. Thus the
stack condition is simpler than the long-trip condition.
The stack condition can be de<ned for Abrusci’s non-commutative system MNLL as
in what follows. The equivalence between the long-trip condition for MNLL originally
obtained by Abrusci [2] and the stack condition for MNLL below can be shown as in
Theorem 4.15 by means of lemmas corresponding to Lemmas 4.8, 4.13 and 4.14.
Denition 4.16. We consider an ordered pair of 〈A; n〉, where A is a formula and n∈Z.
For m∈Z, 〈A; n〉 ⊕ m denotes 〈A; n+ m〉 and 〈A; n〉  m denotes 〈A; n− m〉.
Denition 4.17 (DeBnition of a stack for MNLL). Let S be a stack consisting of the
ordered pairs de<ned above. Top(S) represents the top element in the stack S. An
action Pop(S) pops up the top element in the stack S, which is denoted as Pop(S).
An action Push(〈A; n〉; S) pushes a new element 〈A; n〉 on the top of the stack S.
Denition 4.18 (DeBnition of a stack algorithm for MNLL). A stack algorithm is
de<ned inductively on a special long-trip.
Initial state. S ≡.
If we visit:
Case 1: B ↓ followed by B ↑, Push(〈B; 0〉; S).
Case 2: B⊥ ↓ followed by B ↑ via cut cell, Push(Pop(S) 1; S).
Case 3: B ↑ followed by B⊥ ↓ via axiom cell, Push(Pop(S)⊕ 1; S).
Case 4: B ↓ followed by B˝C ↓, Pop(S), if Top(S)= 〈C; 1〉, or the algorithm fails
and the content of the stack is discarded otherwise.
Default. S is unchanged in all the other cases.
Denition 4.19. Let =A1; : : : ; An. Let G be a D–R graph satisfying the switching
condition, and consider a special trip on G starting from An ↓. We say that graph G
with terminal edges  satis<es the stack condition, if the content of the stack S is
〈A1; 0〉; 〈A2; 1〉; : : : 〈An; 1〉 at the end of the trip.
Remark. If graph G with terminal edges =A1; : : : ; An satis<es the stack condition,
any special trip on G starting with Ai ↓(i = n) results in a cyclic shift 〈Ai+1; 1〉;
: : : ; 〈An; 1〉; 〈A1; 0〉; 〈A2; 1〉; : : : ; 〈Ai; 1〉, or of 〈A1; 0〉; 〈A2; 1〉; : : : ; 〈An; 1〉 in S at the end
of the trip.
Theorem 4.20. Let G be a marked D–R graph satisfying the switching condition. The
marked D–R graph G with terminal edges  satisBes Abrusci’s long-trip condition
for MNLL; i? G with terminal edges  satisBes the stack condition for MNLL.
5. Stack condition implies non-commutative proof net
In this section, we show that any marked D–R graph satisfying the stack condition
is a non-commutative proof net.
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Denition 5.1. A sequence Ai+1; : : : ; An; A1; : : : ; Ai (i 6 n) is called as a cyclic shift of
A1; : : : ; An.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that there exists a non-commutative proof net with terminal
edges . Then for any cyclic shift ′ of ; there exists a non-commutative proof net
with terminal edges ′.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2:3.
Denition 5.3. An edge A is said to be connected to an edge B, if there is a path
connecting the edges A and B.
Theorem 5.4. Let G be a marked D–R graph with terminal edges  satisfying both
the switching condition and the stack condition. Then it is a non-commutative proof
net with terminal edges .
Proof. Since G is a proof net of MLL, we prove it by induction on the inductive
structure of the proof net.
Axiom. Clear.
Par. Let  be ; A˝B; . Let G′ be a marked D–R graph obtained by removing the
par-link between A and B. As in Theorem 4.15, we can show that the stack condition
on G′ with terminal edges ; A; B;  follows. The rest of the proof follows from the
induction hypothesis applied to G′.
Tensor. Again, we can obtain marked D–R graphs GA and GB and can show that
the stack condition on both graphs GA and GB satisfy the stack condition as in
Theorem 4.15. By induction hypothesis, both GA and GB are non-commu-
tative proof nets with terminal edges ; A and ; B, respectively. Hence there exists a
non-commutative proof net with terminal edges ; ; A⊗B. By Lemma 5.2, we obtain
a non-commutative proof net with terminal edges .
Cut. Similar to the case of tensor.
6. Strong planarity implies stack condition
In order to establish the equivalence between the non-commutative proof nets and the
three characterizations, we then prove that the strong planarity implies the stack con-
dition. Finally we explain the relationship between the strong planarity of the marked
D–R graphs and the planarity of the D–R graphs.
Denition 6.1. An edge A is said to be unilaterally connected to an edge B, if there
is a directed path from the edge A to the edge B.
Lemma 6.2. Assume that a strongly planar marked D–R graph G with terminal edges
A1; : : : ; An satisBes the switching condition. If 1 6 i¡j 6 n; then in a closure JG of
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G; there exists a par-link such that the edge Ai is unilaterally connected to its L-edge
and the edge Aj is unilaterally connected to its R-edge.
Proof. We may assume that the closure JG is a clockwise directed plane graph draw-
ing with a single terminal edge, being an associative par instance of A1; : : : ; An. We
prove the lemma by induction on the number of formulas in the associative par in-
stance edges Ai and Aj are unilaterally connected to. Assume that the edges Ai and
Aj are unilaterally connected to A˝B. By removing the par-link connecting edges A
and B as the L-edge and the R-edge, we have two cases: (I) Assume that the both
edges Ai and Aj are unilaterally connected to a single edge A or B. Each A and B
is an associative par instance of a proper subsequence of A1; : : : ; An. By the induction
hypothesis, the claim holds. (II) Otherwise, the par-link we just removed is the one for
the lemma.
Lemma 6.3. Assume a strongly planar marked D–R graph G with terminal edges
A1; : : : ; An; A⊗B satisBes the switching condition; and that A⊗B is a splitting formula;
and that marked D–R graphs GA and GB are deBned as above. Let Ai be the edge
which belongs to graph GB; and assume that any edge Aj (i¡j) belongs to GA. Then
any edge Aj (j6i) belongs GB.
We note that Splitting Lemma guarantees only the switching condition of marked
D–R graphs GA and GB: Their strong planarity will be shown in Lemma 6.4.
Proof. Let JG be a closure of G, which is a clockwise directed plane graph drawing
with single terminal edge labeled as an associative par instance of A1; : : : ; An; A⊗B.
By Lemma 6.2, in the graph drawing JG, there exists a par-link P such that the edge
Ai is unilaterally connected to its L-edge and edge A⊗B is unilaterally connected to
its R-edge. On the other hand, by the assumption, edges Ai and B are connected in
G. Hence there must be a cycle C connecting B, A⊗B and Ai in the graph JG. Then
again by Lemma 6.2, for any edge Aj (i¡j), there exists a par-link P′ such that edge
Aj is unilaterally connected to its L-edge and edge Ai is unilaterally connected to its
R-edge.
Hence edges Aj and A are not located on the same side of the cycle C: If A is inside
of the cycle, then the C-edge of P is not, and vice versa. Therefore, edges Aj and A
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are only connected via a tensor-link between A and B in plane graph drawing JG. Thus
edge Aj belongs to graph GB.
Let us make two remarks on the <gures above. The <gure in Case 1 represents the
case when the single conclusion of a closure of the graph G is located outside of the
cycle C; and the one in Case 2 represents the case otherwise.
We draw the <gures in both cases that edge Ai is <rst connected by the link P, and
then by the link P′. However the order of the connection is not essential, and the same
argument works in a picture where the edge Ai is <rst connected by the link P′, and
then by the link P.
In what follows, when we can uniformly argue in a proof independent of the loca-
tion of the conclusion nodes of a graph, we simply use a canonical <gure where the
conclusion nodes are spread outside of the graph.
Lemma 6.4. Assume that a strongly planar marked D–R graph G with terminal edges
 satisBes the switching condition; and that A⊗B is a splitting formula. Let GA and
GB be marked D–R graphs obtained from G by removing the tensor-link between A
and B; whose edges are connected to edge A; and are connected to edge B; respectively.
Then there are sequences  and  of terminal edges in G; such that (1) the edges
in  belongs to GA and the edges in  belongs to GB; (2) marked D–R graphs
GA with terminal edges ; A and GB with terminal edges B;  are strongly planar.
(3) ; A⊗B;  is a cyclic shift of .
Proof. By Lemmas 3.9 and 6.3 applied to ; A⊗B, we obtain  and  in the lemma.
A plane drawing of the graph G contains a subdivision of a plane drawing of each
graph GA and GB. An example of the splitting can be shown in the following <gure.
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Theorem 6.5. Assume that a marked D–R graph G satisBes the switching condition.
If G is strongly planar with terminal edges ; then G with terminal edges  satisBes
the stack condition.
Proof. Since G is a proof net of MLL, we prove it by induction on the inductive
structure of the proof net.
Axiom. Clear.
Par. Let  be ; A˝B; . Then graph G is strongly planar with terminal edges ; A˝B;
, iL a graph G′, obtained by removing the par-link between A and B, is strongly
planar with terminal edges ; A; B;  by the de<nition of strong planarity. By induction
hypothesis, the graph G′ with terminal edges ; A; B;  satis<es the stack condition.
Now we show the stack condition on G follows. Let C be the rightmost formula in
. By the stack condition of G′, a special trip T ′1 ; : : : ; T
′
m on G
′ with T ′1 = C ↓ gives
the content of S equal to ; A; B; . We construct a special trip T1; : : : ; Tn on G gives
the content of S equal to ; A˝B; . We follow the same trip up to A ↓; let T ′i = A ↓.
We de<ne Tj = T ′j (j6i): Then A˝B ↓ follows; Ti+1 = A˝B ↓: Then A˝B ↑ follows;
Ti+2 = A˝B ↑: Finally, the trip is continued with A ↑ and the rest of the trip is the
same as on G′; thus we de<ne Tj = T ′j−2 (i+36j6n). Now we can easily show that
the content of S is equal to ; A˝B;  at Tn.
Tensor. We may assume there is no par-link in , whose C-edge is a terminal one. We
moreover may assume the tensor-link A⊗B is a splitting formula. By removing the
tensor-link, Lemmas 3.9 and 6.4 imply that we obtain strongly planar graphs GA with
terminal edges ; A and GB with terminal edges B; , respectively, where A⊗B; ; 
is a cyclic shift of . By induction hypothesis, both graphs GA with terminal edges
; A and GB with terminal edges B;  satisfy the stack condition. Let TA1 ; : : : ; T
A
n1 be a
special trip on GA starting from TA1 = A ↓, TA2 = A ↑ and the content of S at TAn1 be
; A. Similarly let TB1 ; : : : ; T
B
n2 be a special trip on GB starting from T
B
1 = B ↓, TB2 = B ↑
and the content of S at TBn2 be B; . We de<ne a special trip T1; : : : ; Tn on G as: A⊗B ↑,
followed by TA2 ; : : : ; T
A
n1 , A ↓, TB2 ; : : : ; T Bn2 ; B ↓, A⊗B ↓. Again we can easily show that
the content of S at Tn is A⊗B; ; . Proposition 4.12 implies the stack condition on
G with terminal edges .
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Cut. We argue it as in the case of tensor. Let TA1 ; : : : ; T
A
n1 be a special trip on GA,
starting from TA1 = A ↓; T A2 = A ↑ and the content of S at TAn1 be ; A. Similarly, let
TA
⊥
1 ; : : : ; T
⊥
n2 be a special trip on GA⊥ starting from T
A⊥
1 = A
⊥↓; T A⊥2 ↑ and the content
of S at TA
⊥
n2 be at ; A
⊥. Since ;  contain at least one terminal edge, the cyclic shift




3 ; : : : ; T
A⊥
n2 , is the desired
special trip.
Theorem 6.6 (Characterization theorem with respect to the marked D–R graph for
MNCLL). The following are equivalent:
(1) A marked D–R graph represents a non-commutative proof net;
(2) it satisBes the switching condition and is strongly planar;
(3) it satisBes the switching condition and the long-trip condition;
(4) it satisBes the switching condition and the stack condition.
Proof. By Theorems 3.7, 4.15, 5.4 and 6.5.
Corollary 6.7 (Characterization theorem with respect to the marked D–R graph for the
equivalence class of non-commutative proof nets). (1) There is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the equivalence classes determined by the equivalence relation in
DeBnition 3:8 and the strongly planar marked D–R graphs satisfying the switching
condition; and (2) in particular; the equivalence class corresponding to a strongly pla-
nar marked D–R graph with one terminal edge consists of a unique non-commutative
proof net.
Thus a strongly planar marked D–R graph satisfying the switching condition rep-
resents a unique non-commutative proof net modulo cyclic shifts, and any strongly
planar marked D–R graph with one terminal edge satisfying the switching condition
represents a unique non-commutative proof net.
Proof. (1) One direction is shown in Theorem 3.10. Conversely, by Lemma 3.9 and
Theorem 6:6, a strongly planar marked D–R graph with terminal edges  satisfying
the switching condition can be seen as any non-commutative proof net with terminal
edges ′ where ′ is a cyclic shift of . (2) Since any cyclic shift of one terminal
edge is only itself, the corresponding equivalence class is a singleton.
Let us explain the relationship between the strong planarity of the marked D–R
graphs and the planarity of the D–R graphs: Clearly from the de<nition, a strongly
planar marked D–R graph is a planar D–R graph by simply forgetting the marks L and
R in the graph. As for the reverse direction, a planar D–R graph with multiple terminal
edges in general may not have a closure which has a plane uniformly directed drawing:
In this case, uniformly directed marking does not translate the planar D–R graph into
a strong planar marked D–R graph. Hence a plane D–R graph drawing with multiple
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terminal edges satisfying the switching condition does not represent a non-commutative
proof net in general, unless it has the legitimate closure. Thus the next characterization
theorem on D–R graph drawings can be improved neither to a theorem on plane D–R
graph drawings with multiple terminal edges, nor to a theorem on planar D–R graphs.
Theorem 6.8 (Characterization theorem with respect to the D–R graph drawings for
MNCLL). A plane D–R graph drawing with one terminal edge; satisfying the switching
condition; represents a unique non-commutative proof net.
Proof. Marking with L, R and C a plane D–R graph drawing counter clockwise is
equivalent to marking its mirror image with them clockwise: Thus without loss of
generality, we uniquely interpret a plane D–R graph drawing as a clockwise marked
plane D–R graph drawing. Then apply Corollary 6:7.
Our graph theoretic notion of strong planarity for MNCLL is not translated straight-
forwardly to one for Abrusci’s MNLL. The reason is that the Cyclic shift rule is not
true in system MNLL; hence the notion of strongly planar marked D–R graph satisfying
the switching condition does not capture the proof nets in MNLL. One might try to add
some extra condition to strong planarity; for instance, by introducing a new axiom-link
of degree 3, so that the direction of marking the axiom-links would distinguish the
correct axiom links in MNLL from others; and adding a condition guaranteeing that
the axiom-links are located on the correct side with respect to the conclusions. But
a graph theoretic condition equivalent to this condition, which is preserved under the
inductive structure of the proof net is not yet found.
Finally, we comment on the characterization of proof nets of MLL in terms of planar
marked D–R graphs. Even if we remove the condition of being strong from the marked
D–R graphs, we cannot get all the proof nets of MLL. The following is the smallest
proof net of MLL, which is not planar.
The proof follows from well-known Kratowski’s theorem.
Theorem 6.9 (Kratowski). If the graph contains a subdivision of K3:3 or K5; then it
is not planar.
The graph above is an example of a proof net containing a subdivision of K3:3. Due
to the degree of the links, it is impossible for a marked D–R graph to contain any
subdivision of K5. Thus the example above is the smallest.
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